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============================ JointTrack is a medical image analysis program that is used to calculate 3-D motion of bones or artificial joints from 2-D x-ray images. It finds and tracks all of the bony or prosthetic landmarks and calculates the 3-D motion between them in one of three ways. The first
way is by finding and tracking the motion of a set of 3-D points on the image data. The second way is by tracking each of the 2-D projections of a 3-D bone model projected onto the 2-D image. The third way is by tracking the actual 3-D points of motion of the bones in the image or fluoroscopic data. JointTrack has

three different modes for using landmarking and tracking. JointTrack's landmarking and tracking modes can be used individually or used with the maximum number of points. Landmark points are points on an image that are known or assumed to be on the same geometric point on the image geometry. These points
are used to find and track the motion of other points of interest (POIs). Landmark tracking is used with JointTrack's landmark tracking mode. These points are useful because their coordinates are easily determined from the image data. JointTrack landmark tracking mode consists of the following four steps: 1)Find the
landmark points on the image; 2)Find all of the moving POIs that are close to a landmark; 3)Correct the landmark points and the POIs for geometric distortion; and, 4)Compute the motion of the POIs relative to the landmarks. Tracking the points of a bone model or "joints" is used with JointTrack's tracking mode. With
JointTrack's tracking mode, one can have one of three different landmark points. The first is the center of the bone model. The second is the geometric center of the bone model. And the third is a point that is slightly larger than the last. Each of these different landmark points are used as follows: 1)Center: Compute

and report the relative motion of all of the bones and joints from the center of the bone model. 2)Geometric center: Compute and report the relative motion of all of the bones and joints from the geometric center of the bone model. 3)Point of reference: Compute and report the relative motion of all of
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JointTrack -- [ JointTrack is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. It is designed to provide a solution to the problems of defining the position of bones from X-Ray films; calculating the
range of motion of a patient from 2-D X-Ray films of the body or a patient from live fluoroscopic video; and producing reports of this information in a format that can be used by surgeons, physicians and physical therapists. JointTrack - [ JointTrack - [ JointTrack - [ JointTrack - [ − == Making A Simple Joint Track

System == + − + == Making A Simple Joint Track System == − 1. Print a copy of the '''JointTrack Manual''' on a sheet of paper (if you have an A4 printer use an 8.5"x11" sheet of paper) and keep it with the program. + − 2. Open JointTrack and press the button labelled ''''Build a Joint Track''', on the menu bar. + −
3. Press ''''Next''' on the menu bar. + − 4. Press ''''Create Joint Track''' on the menu bar and move the mouse pointer over the window. Click the right mouse button and click ''''Yes'''. + − 5. Now all the necessary files for the JointTrack system are loaded into the window. Press ''''Next'''. + − 6. A dialog box will appear

which allows you to enter information into the JointTrack system. Fill in the required fields and press ''''Next''' then ''''Create Track''' on the menu bar. + − 7. Now all the necessary files for the JointTrack system b7e8fdf5c8
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JointTrack is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. ... JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image
data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. JointTrack Pro Description: JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. ... JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help
you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. JointTrack Pro Description: JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained
from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. ... JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. JointTrack Pro Description: JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and
report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. ... JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video.
JointTrack Pro Description: JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. ... JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or
artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. JointTrack Pro Description: JointTrack Pro is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from

What's New in the JointTrack?

JointTrack is a program designed to help you calculate and report the 3-D motions of bones or artificial implants from 2-D image data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video. It allows you to manage and compare the motions of bones and prosthesis over a period of time (such as to compare results of
operative or prosthetic procedures or to evaluate the outcome of a treatment regime). JointTrack can also evaluate each step in the implant operation process (such as the assembly of the implant to the bone or the insertion of the implant during a surgical procedure). You may want to use JointTrack to evaluate the
performance of your surgeons or medical procedures. JointTrack is a project of the Department of Bioengineering at the University of California at San Diego (UCSD). It is licensed free-of-charge to the biomedical community under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL). JointTrack features a robust and
intuitive graphical user interface. It supports most operating systems including Windows 9x, Windows NT, Linux, and Macintosh. JointTrack provides an easy-to-use, web-based interface to your data for both forward and inverse kinematic analyses of bone and prostheses. It is a commercial tool sold by Biomath Inc.
(USA) as Biomath(tm) JointTrack. JointTrack is not a CAD/CAM program. It does not assist in the design of implants, or establish the shape of bone or prostheses. Instead, it is used to evaluate the motion of the bone and prosthesis. To report 3-D motion from 2-D data obtained from X-Ray films or fluoroscopic video,
JointTrack combines unique image pattern recognition techniques with the kinematic analysis developed by Prof. Andrew Nash of UCSD. JointTrack therefore does not require you to collect, digitize or analyze any data. As an example, you may simply take a typical X-Ray film and look at the data in the JointTrack
window. JointTrack enables you to directly "view" and "analyze" the data that you collect. Key Feature Use the product with the scanning program offered by Biomath Inc. to create as many as 4 models of the bone and implant from a set of 2-D fluoroscopic images Image patterns in a single JointTrack window Drill
down as deeply into the data as needed Interactive research and development project of the Bioengineering Department of UCS
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System Requirements For JointTrack:

PC: Windows XP or higher (64 bit) OS: Windows 7, 8, or 10 (64 bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Quad, Pentium 4, Pentium III, Celeron, Athlon, K7, Athlon II, AMD Sempron, Turion, Opteron, Athlon X2, Athlon 64, Athlon 64 X2, Athlon II X2, Phenom, Phenom II, Celeron D, Duron, K6, Duron II
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